1. Determine FILLER location & measure length of filler needed (Mark cut line around housing):

   - Measure from last fixture to end of row for WTW.
   - Measure from last fixture to ceiling opening (±5/16” for X3/X7) for LP.

2. Disassemble Filler Kit & Remove Reflector from previous row.

   - Flush shown, same steps for Reg 3”.

---

Tools
- Power Sheers
- Grinder
- Tin Snips
3. Measure Trim and Mark for Cutting

4. Cut and discard Filler Housing

5. Assemble Filler Kit with Driver & Trim (Do Not install Reflector with LED arrays)

6. Install filler into ceiling & connect wiring
7. Install spacer on reflector in previous housing

8. Install Filler Reflector ‘above’ previous Housing Reflector

Note: No trimming of reflector needed

9. Slide Reflector Mounting Plate OUT and UP One Spot to secure Reflector to Previous Housing

10. Screw Reflector into last Bracket of Previous Housing

11. Complete wiring, install lens